
Alberto is a PhD student funded by ESRC “CASE” award - and OME is out 
“collaborator” in this. 
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Shows HEFCE intake into Medical Schools. No gender breakdown easily available. Of 
course, intake of all subjects rising with higher university participation rates so need 
to compare with more general growth. But much of more general growth was 
happening in the 90’s – not 2000-2005 as here arising from the opening on new Med 
School. Of the 8000 intake the BMA reckons that more than 7000 are registered as 
trainees – but amongst these 7000 the split between GP and hospital training is still 
less than 50% GP.  
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Proportion of all doctors as recorded by DDRB (ie NHSIC) who are GPs. Looks like we 
are moving further away from 50% GP target. Note that we don’t (until very recently 
have FTE GPs). Its is not clear how FTE’s are calculated. 
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LFS ratio of GPs and hospital doctors – same overall trend as NHSIC figures – although 
the LFS is a small sample so some noise. 
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Red line shows DDRB/NHSIC figures for headcount – see RHS scale. Blue line (LHS 
scale) shows the proportion of all workers who are doctors. So it looks like LFS 
broadly tracks the growth in doctor numbers. There are several sources of error ….. 
Doctors may be less likely to respond to LFS than people on average; and the number 
of all workers has also grown in UK. We will be trying to “gross up” LFS numbers to 
get a better picture. 
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Just using LFS we can get a feel for the rising  proportion of female doctors 
(separately for GPs and hospital doctors). Strong growth – so stick of doctors is better 
reflecting thei patients. 
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But, according to what doctors tell the LFS, their hours of work per week is falling – 
for all doctor types. Moroever GPs work fewer hours than hospital doctors, especially 
amongst women. Hours here atr TOTAL – paid and unpaid - but in their “main job”. 
Many GPs have second jobs – see slide later. 
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There has been a large rise in “salaried” GPS (ie GPs who are employees of a practice, 
not practice partners) especially among women. BMA has suggested, in evidence to 
DDRB in the past, that partners are having to work harder because they find it 
difficult to get their employees to work hard. If this were true then this trend would 
be worrying. 
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But its not true. GP partners say they work about as hard as their employees who are 
GPs. Both types of female GP work less than corresponding males. 
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RHS scale shows proportion of GPs who say they would like to work fewer hours – 
around 1/3. The proportion who say this has been falling slightly over time as their 
hours of work have been falling slightly. 
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Main job hours have been falling slightly over time – recently to around 40 for men 
and around 30 for women. But second job hours (are quite volatile) but have been 
around 10 hours per week. Unclear WHY many complain about working too hard but 
nonetheless work in second job. 
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Around 1/3 of doctors are not UK born (of course, many who are nonetheless UK 
trained).  But their working patterns are very close to UK born for all types of GP. 
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These figures are very provisional. They seem very volatile and its hard to believe that 
GPs were unstressed in the financial crisis. Check with authors for an update before 
citing. 
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Hospital doctors are younger on average then GPs and women are younger than men. 
Ultimately we aim to provide pseudo lifecycles for successive birth cohorts of doctors. 
And we are particularly interested in retirement behaviour – where LFS provides 
information on last occupation for those that have recently retired. 
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In addition we will be looking at hospital and GP working weeks – looking at the 
incidence of weekend and evening work for example. 
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